Hoodie
An affordable, versatile integrated bag and deck.
The Hoodie is an integrated bag and deck solution for the Xtracycle*.
Affordable yet versatile, the Hoodie allows you to carry up to four
grocery bags, two large messenger bags, and a passenger. With
full rack coverage, and clean lines, the Hoodie is a simple and
stylish entry-level Xtracycle cargo accessory. *Does not fit Surly Big Dummy
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Install Racks
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Install both racks into Xtracycle upright tubes.
Note: the double bend goes into the back ports.

Secure Tail Strap
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Loop long strap behind horizontal bridge
(A) and up the front into buckle, pulling
snuggly on the strap and working the
Hoodie corners down to make a taut fit.

Secure Front Strap

With the tail snug and secure, attach the
front strap underneath the lower stay (B)
of the frame by passing the strap end
through the buckle and pulling snug. Pull
down the Hoodie corners for a taut fit,
you may need to retighten the strap.
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Install Hoodie

Install Hoodie onto racks. Make sure the front
pocket and logo are towards the front end of the
bike and the silkscreen logo on the tail is in back.
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Secure Side Straps

Lift the side panels to find two velcro
straps and buckle loops. Loop the strap
behind and under the top stay, cinching
tight and securing the velcro in place.
Repeat for other side. You may need to
pull and re-cinch the front and rear
straps to achieve even tension on the
right and left sides. Even and firm
tension will enable light weight
passengers to ride atop the Hoodie.
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Start Using It!

Using your Hoodie is easy. Simply pull on
the corner buckles (A) to loosen the strap,
opening the side pouch. To close, pull on
the strap loop (B) to secure your cargo.

Weight Rating

Warranty

Right Pocket: 35 lbs
Left Pocket: 35 lbs
Front Pocket: 10 lbs
Top Deck:
150 lbs*
*(see Step 5 for tensioning
requirements)

Free from Manufacturers’
Defects and Full Replacement
for Damage Under Normal Use
for 1-Year.

Use the front pocket to store your U-lock or
other items like a bike tire, tire levers, patch
kit, etc.
Periodically check the snugness of all the
frame straps and ride on!
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for a video on how to install & load a hoodie: www.xtracycle.com/hoodie

